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Relationship 
 
On Friday we found out what we had all been expecting had occurred.  the Supreme 
Court released its decision in the case of Dobbs vs. Jackson Women’s Health 
Organization.  The court has overturned the constitutional right to abortion that 
was recognized in the seminal 1973 case Roe v. Wade.  I saw a headline on Saturday that 
proclaimed that we woke up on Saturday with one more inalienable right less than on 
Thursday.  And whereas that is undoubtedly true, the Presiding Bishop’s statement on it 
leans in another direction. 
 

We as a church have tried carefully to be responsive both to the moral 
value of women having the right to determine their healthcare choices as 
well as the moral value of all life….[This] decision institutionalizes 
inequality because women with access to resources will be able to 
exercise their moral judgment in ways that women without the same 
resources will not. 
 

Our Presiding Bishop has the wisdom and words to name something we need to hear.  
Morality is always a community affair.  It almost sounds like a truism, but it really does 
change the way we orient toward good and bad behavior.  Any talk about rights needs to 
be set in the context of the community in which those rights will be exercised.  My right 
to punch must stop short of your nose. 
 
Take the Epistle lesson for today, for example.  Paul makes a very clear argument.  We 
are free, but that freedom is not for our own sakes.  It is so that we might willingly 
become the slaves of one another.  Our freedom has a larger purpose—that of the 
community.  Then he makes two lists, one of bad behavior and one of good.  What makes 
the bad behavior bad is the way it affects other people.  Living from “the flesh,” read, 
“the ego,” tends to tear apart healthy community, not build it up.  That is what makes it 
bad.  Equally, what we lovingly call the “Fruits of the Spirit,” are not a list of moral 
behavior so that we can be good people.  These are the characteristics of living from “the 
Spirit,” read, “selfless love,” that is, out of our capacity to love one another like God 
loves us.  Living this way builds up community, which is what makes these things good.  
The key is living from a place of serving all created beings in love. 
 
So often talk about rights is about what I choose to do, without a view of the way my 
behavior might affect another.  Love, or the Spirit, is not part of the equation.  Paul 
makes it abundantly clear that God’s view of our “rights” is quite a big bigger an idea.  
The Presiding Bishop’s statement makes another point.  He cites several resolutions by 
General Convention, naming our stance as a church that seeks in all things to affirm life. 
Though these are legislative, they echo something deeper.  Why do we seek to be loving 
instead of selfish?  Because that’s the call of the Christian.  We talk about the Christian 
life being one that at once leads us into community with God and with one another AND 
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at the same time into our own fullest humanity.  In politics we talk about which is the 
greater good, that of the individual or that of the community at large.  Generally, as a 
nation and as a culture, we favor that of the individual over the community.  We phrase 
our language about rights in these terms. 

• I have a right to an abortion. 
• Every child has a right to live. 
• I have a right to own a gun. 
• I have a right to safety. 
• I have a right to choose whether or not I get vaccinated against COVID-19. 
• I have a right to equal treatment under the law. 

 
Somehow, we assume that if one’s individual rights are protected, the community at large 
will be good.  But we are not OK.  My lovely wife told me of a student of hers who had 
virtually no oversight at home after school, because the guardian parent felt it was a right 
to be able to spend the evenings as one chose, whether that was at a party, a bar or 
shopping, unencumbered with a child.  Mental health is in crisis.  Law enforcement is in 
crisis.  And when these rights are asserted with no consideration of their effect on others, 
community suffers.  And it suffers unequally, because as noted in the Presiding Bishop’s 
comments about the recent Supreme Court ruling, those without resources do not have 
the same capacity to assert their rights, or defend themselves against those who assert 
them in ways that put them at a disadvantage. 
 
Our Christian call is not to choose community over the individual, or the individual over 
community, but to recognize that our fullest humanity is measured in our capacity to love 
as we have been loved.  The tension between the individual and the community is 
transcended when we live by the Spirit, not the flesh. 
 
And so, we get the stories from Sacred History of Elijah, anointing two kings and his own 
successor, who sacrifices his family’s goods in saying goodbye, then becomes Elijah’s 
servant.  And we get the story of Jesus, with his face like flint toward Jerusalem where 
his greatest act of self-giving love will play out, sidestepping a vindictive suggestion 
from a couple of his ego-bruised disciples, and making a stark three-part challenge to 
would-be followers: 

• Home or Gospel? 
• Story or Gospel? 
• Family or Gospel? 

 
It’s not that these things are bad; other portions of Scripture uphold the value of them all, 
but the ego so quickly justifies selfishness with good things.  If we are to love God with 
all our heart, soul, mind and strength, these things must come as expressions of that love, 
not rivals.  If we are to love our neighbors as ourselves, these things must come as 
builders of God’s idea about community, which is invariably a whole lot bigger than 
ours. 
The fruits of the spirit are borne by the Spirit.  Paul’s list is not exhaustive, but it’s a good 
start: 
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• Love—God with all you are and your neighbor as yourself, even when they 
disagree with you about the recent Supreme Court ruling. 

• Joy—in all of God’s creation as sacred gift, especially for those parts you didn’t 
ask for. 

• Peace—within so that it can be sought between the warring factions of the world. 
• Patience—with others as with yourself, for sometimes these things just take time. 
• Kindness—to oneself equally as to others, for we are members one of 

another. 
• Generosity—with all without regard for how one might benefit, for God 

has been generous with us. 
• Faithfulness—for everyone we meet is in some small way from then on 

part of our story. 
• Gentleness—for trust is fragile and precious. 
• Self-control—for the Spirit is more fundamentally who you are than 

your ego, and loving is more human than rights. 
 
Notice that each one of these can only be lived out in relationship with oneself and with 
others.  There is no room for selfishness here, only love as a way of expressing our love 
of God, body, soul, mind and spirit. 


